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Overview:
Are you seeking to understand the nature and characteristics of the security operation and its objectives?
Do you want to know the comprehensive security concept?
Are you looking for knowledge of the main duties and functions of the facility security service?
Are you seeking to develop your skills by identifying all areas that threaten the security of the facility and the
safety of its employees?
Do you want to develop your skills in dealing with different security situations while doing your daily work?
All these and other questions can be answered in the seminar "Security of vital installations

Scientific and practical themes of the program:
How to configure VIP protection teams.
Building supplies oil, security, military - equipment - gradient. Fields of training.
How to choose the personnel to protect VIPs, and the specifications that must be available.
How to create permanent and temporary operating rooms to protect VIPs and their equipment.
Facilities security plan oil, security, and military.
Practical training on pedestrian formations.
Hands-on formation of passengers cars during parking and movement.
Division of security departments and the role of the bodies involved in insurance operations and how to
coordinate between them.
Counter-surveillance and its effective role in securing VIPs.
For the behavioral skills of a security man. The basics of a security man person
Permits - Cards - Security records. Human behavior.
Participation of security officers for workers in various events and activities
developing the skills of security officers in preparing and writing reports
Methods of developing field skills for security officers when confronting security situations and crises.
Modern methods of searching individuals, vehicles and parcels.
Communication strategies for security officers. Protocol and protocol strategies in dealing with VIPs.
The most important threats to security and safety in the current era and strategies of pre-prevention.
The importance of security and protection for individuals and establishments, identify risks and prepare
plans.
Behavioral skills of the contemporary security man and the technological role in communication.
Selection of security personnel specifications - standards
Security Essentials Tips for Continuous Learning and Permanent Development of the Security Personality.
The behavioral skills of the security man and the role of using the principles of public relations in his actions.
The duties of the security man at present and the challenges to be met.
The role of the security man in the facility planning - consultant - executive
Methods of developing the sense of security and skills necessary for security men in their social life.
Facility security plans / probability studies and preparation of preventive plans against all risks.
About the role played by permits - cards - records security in protecting the security of the facility.
Behavior and security sense of the security officer, methods of development
Participation of security officers in various social events and activities.
Developing the skills of security officers in preparing and writing reports and analyzing data.
Methods of developing field skills for security officers when confronting security situations and crises.

Methods of dialogue during the inspection of individuals and vehicles and ways to turn this task into
dialogue tactful and friendly talk.
Communication skills for security officers inside and outside the facility.
Skills of using public relations and communication in the actions of security men.
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